Chapter 2. Hand structure and hand value
Chapter “Hand structure and hand value” will cover all types of hand structure allowed by the
Rules, the concept of “fan” (which is a valuable combination), fans classification. Building hand
directly follows from the principles of complete hand scoring and required minimum of points.
The matter of chapter 2 can be attributed to level "Standard" – standard knowledge and skills
for comfortable play in a relaxed atmosphere.
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Definitions of terms
⇛ “Green Book” is a set of rules for
Mahjong Competition Rules. The first edition
of "Green Book" dates back to 1998 when
the State Sports Committee of China
officially recognized mahjong as a sport.
⇛ Knitted Straight is a special straight
consisting not of conventional Chows but of
three different “knitted” sequences (147,
258, 369) in three different suits.
Example:

.

⇛
Fan (valuable combination) is a feature in a complete hand related to certain factors
or a combination thereof: hand structure, the presence of certain tiles in the hand, a method of
getting of winning tile etc.
Note: Word “fan” is merely a number of scoring element in a table of valuable combinations. A
complete table of fans in Mahjong Competition Rules is given in “Appendices” section (see
table “Fans (valuable combinations) of mahjong”). Each fan is worth a certain number of points
depending on the complexity of its implementation.
⇛

Group is a selection of tile patterns having some characteristic in common.

⇛

Wait is a state of a player's hand when one tile is missing for complete hand.

⇛

Hand value is the total value of all fans scored in complete hand.

Lesson 6.

Two requirements of a complete hand
As mentioned earlier, a complete hand (that is, hand with the declared mahjong) should have
14 tiles excluding tiles in melded bonus sets and the fourth tiles in each of declared by the
player Kongs. However, the number of tiles solely is not sufficient, complete hand must satisfy
two more requirements:
● to have a structure, that is all tiles should be formed in sets with valid hand structure;
● to have value, that is the sum of points for scoring each valuable combinations in the
hand should be no less than the required minimum.
Types of complete hand structures allowed by Rules can be divided into three classes:

●
●
●

“regular” – with the possibility of declaring sets threetile sets;
“irregular” – without the possibility of declaring threetile sets, the whole hand beside
winning tile should be composed in a concealed manner;
“transient” – with the possibility of declaring no more than one threetile set.

Valuable “feature” in a complete hand which is called “fan” (valuable combination) is related to
certain factors or their combination: hand structure, the presence of certain tiles in the hand, a
method of getting of winning tile etc.
Example: Valuable combination “All Pungs” refers to hand structure, “Big Three Dragons” – to
a tile group, “Out with Replacement Tile” – to a method of getting the winning tile, “All Even
Pungs” – to a combination of hand structure and tile group.
Since the primary goal of the player in the specific deal is to build complete hand, the main
line of the game becomes clear: to form sets for hands with regular hand structure and to
build the whole hand for hands with an irregular hand structure. Please, note, however, that
the requirement of having a valuable combination in the complete hand substantially restricts
the possible strategies of building hands. More complex strategies take into account the
possibility of building hands by opponents. Often a player should limit building his / her hand
up to completely abandoning the idea to build it in order not to become a source of winning by
opponents.

Regular hand structure
Regular hand has a structure of sets “33332”,
where “2” is a Pair, while “3” may denote
Chow, Pung or Kong.
Note: We know that Kong consists of four
tiles. However, since a player takes
replacement tile after each Kong declaration
then it is agreed to count this set as having
three tiles.
Surprisingly, hand structure "33332" reminds
… a human arm (see picture). It turns out
that to collect 14 tiles in 5 sets is equivalent to
... building 14 phalanges in 5 fingers!
Example: The picture shows hand structure
Kong  Pung  Chow  Chow  Pair.
Note: Interpretation of hand structure “33332”
in the form of human arm is not the only one
of a kind. For example, in China it is believed
that “33332” symbolizes ... a human where
“2” is the head, and “3” being the hands and
feet.

Picture. Regular hand structure.

Exercise: Using tiles “face up” please build a complete hand of regular hand structure
consisting (besides a Pair): only of Chows, only of Pungs, only of Kongs, of different sets.

Irregular hand structure
"Green Book" allows three options for an irregular hand structure:
● “Seven Pairs”;
● “Thirteen Orphans”;
● “Honors and Knitted Tiles”.
”Seven Pairs”
“Seven Pairs” hand structure is the most simple structure alternative to regular one. It's just
seven pairs of identical tiles, moreover “Green Book” allows also identical pairs.
”Thirteen Orphans”
“Thirteen Orphans” hand structure is applicable to the only single fan which is fan #7 “Thirteen
Orphans”. Hand represents all the 13 tiles of "Terminal and Honors" group and another tile of
this group, that is,:
+

(one tile of this group).

Note: The winning tile not necessarily have to form a pair.
”Honors and Knitted Tiles”
What is “Honors and Knitted Tiles” hand structure? Let’s take nine tiles of Knitted Straight (this
is a special straight consisting not of conventional Chows but of three different “knitted”
sequences 147, 258, 369 in three different suits) and seven different Honor tiles, for
instance:
.
Let’s remove any two tiles from thus represented sixteen (there are six variants of such
sixteen tiles due to choice of suits) in order to get fourteen tiles of complete hand. The resulting
hand will represent either Knitted Straight and five Honor tiles or a fragment (seven or eight
tiles) of Knitted Straight and seven or six single Honor tiles.

Transient hand structure
Hand of “transient” hand structure consists of Knitted Straight, one threetile set (Chow, Pung
or Kong) and a Pair. This structure is a “bridge” between regular and irregular (no possibility of
declaring threetile sets) hand structures as it allows to make no more than one declaration for
threetile set.

Lesson 7.

Valuable combination is a feature in the complete hand accounted by scoring points. Valuable
combinations in MCR mahjong are called "fans" (from Chinese literally meaning "number" in a
table of scoring elements). The rarer and more difficult it is to get the fan, the more points it
costs. There are 81 fans in MCR, a full list is given in “Green Book” and as a rule this list is the
most cited place in describing Mahjong Competition Rules in other sources. In our book full list
of fans is placed in “Appendices” section.

Fans classification
“Green Book” divides all fans in nine series (see table “Fan classification by series” below).
Below listed are the results of an alternative classification of fans with examples:
● 38 fans take into consideration only a portion of the hand, that is, a few sets:
○ Example: fan #41 "Mixed Triple Chow".
● 14 fans impose restrictions on hand structure:
○ Example: fan #19 "Seven Pairs".
● 13 fans suggest that the hand consists of selected tile patterns ("tile groups"):
○ Example: fan #26 "Middle Tiles".
● 11 fans relate to the method of getting the winning tile:
○ Example: fan #46 "Out with Replacement Tile".
● 6 fans impose limitations on the meldedness or concealedness of some sets:
○ Example: fan #12 "Four Concealed Pungs".
● and also a combination of several factors:
○ Example: fan #12 "Four Concealed Pungs" relates to “a few sets” and to
“concealedness of sets”.
What is the practical conclusion of that? The results of alternative fans classification show that
valuable combination may relate to different components of the gameplay: restricting sets or
even selecting tiles for a complete hand, degree of sets meldedness / concealedness, method
of getting a winning tile as well as combinations of factors listed above. The ability to combine
these factors opens the way for building highscored hands. It is extremely important to
understand the possibility to scoring as many fans as possible provided by the Rules.
Note: Surely, there are limitations in scoring fans combinations of fans stipulated by five
"principles" but this will be discussed below.
Note: It is interesting that word “All” means a bit different number in different fan names. For
instance, in “All types” it means five types, in “All Pungs” or “All Chows” – only four relevant
sets while in “All Green” or “All Simples” it means all tiles of the complete hand.

Table. Fans classification by series according to “Green Book”.
Series

Fan’s # and Name

Honor Tiles

1 Big Four Winds, 2 Big Three Dragons, 9 Little Four Winds, 10 Little Three Dragons, 11 All Honors, 38 Big Three Winds,
54 Two Dragons Pungs, 59 Dragon Pung, 60 Prevalent Wind, 61 Seat Wind

Number Tiles

13 Pure Terminal Chows, 14 Quadruple Chow, 16 Four Pure Shifted Chows, 23 Pure Triple Chow, 28 Pure Straight, 29
ThreeSuited Terminal Chows, 30 Pure Shifted Chows, 35 Knitted Straight, 39 Mixed Straight, 41 Mixed Triple Chow, 51
Mixed Shifted Chows, 63 All Chows, 69 Pure Double Chow, 70 Mixed Double Chow, 71 Short Straight, 72 Two Terminal
Chows

Pungs

5 Four Kongs, 8 All Terminals, 12 Four Concealed Pungs, 15 Four Pure Shifted Pungs, 17 Three Kongs, 18 All Terminals
and Honors, 21 All Even Pungs, 24 Pure Shifted Pungs, 32 Triple Pung, 33 Three Concealed Pungs, 42 Mixed Shifted
Pungs, 48 Two Concealed Kongs, 49 All Pungs, 57B Two Kongs (Melded and Concealed), 57A Two Melded Kongs, 65
Double Pung, 66 Two Concealed Pungs, 67 Concealed Kong, 73 Pung of Terminals or Honors, 74 Melded Kong

Seven Pairs

6 Seven Shifted Pairs, 19 Seven Pairs

Full Chows

3 All Green, 4 Nine Gates, 22 Full Flush, 50 Half Flush, 52 All Types, 75 One Voided Suit, 76 No Honors

All Involved

25 Upper Tiles, 26 Middle Tiles, 27 Lower Tiles, 31 All Fives, 36 Upper Four, 37 Lower Four, 55 Outside Hand

Broken
Being Whole
(Hu)
Special

20 Greater Honors and Knitted Tiles, 34 Lesser Honors and Knitted Tiles
44 Last Tile Draw, 45 Last Tile Claim, 46 Out with Replacement Tile, 47 Robbing The Kong, 53 Melded Hand, 56 Fully
Concealed Hand, 58 Last Tile, 62 Concealed Hand, 68 All Simples, 77 Edge Wait, 78 Closed Wait, 79 Single Wait, 80
SelfDrawn
7 Thirteen Orphans, 40 Reversible Tiles, 43 Chicken Hand, 64 Tile Hog, 81 Flower

Table. Groups and group fans.
Fan #

Value, points

Group = Group fan

Number of tile patterns in group

3

88

All Green

6

8

64

All Terminals

6

11

64

All Honors

7

18

32

All Terminals and Honors

13

22

24

Full Flush

25

24

Upper Tiles

9

26

24

Middle Tiles

9

27

24

Lower Tiles

9

36

12

Upper Four

12

Not counted if group 25 is present

37

12

Lower Four

12

Not counted if group 27 is present

40

8

Reversible Tiles

14

50

6

Half Flush

13 + 9 (*3)

68

2

All Simples

21

9 (*3)

Comment

Combination of groups 8 and 11
3 variants of Suit

Combination of groups 18 and 22, 3 variants of Suit
Not counted if group 26 is present

Note: As a rule, the less the number of tiles in the group, the more points is group fan.
Note: It is possible to account several different group fans in the same complete hand. Rules of groups combining are described in paragraph
“Fans combining”.

The fewer restrictions we have the more chances there are to build the complete hand at all
(and do it faster than opponents) or to build a highscoring hand. Substantial assistance in
building the hand we can get from the first three listed above factors:
● “Hand structure” – for instance, building of Pungs / Kongs sets leading to fan #49 "All
Pungs", 6 points. Pungbased hand structure does not impose restriction on tile
patterns, points for any other fans can be added.
● “Part of hand” – for instance, three Chow sets leading to fan #41 "Mixed Triple
Chow", 8 points. The other two sets can be formed of any tiles.
● “Group” – for instance, building of pure suit in Bamboo leading to fan #22 "Full Flush",
24 points. Extremely important is the fact of absence of any restriction on hand
structure and opportunity to combine fans.

Tile groups
The text has already mentioned the term “tile group” several times. So, what is “(tile) group”?
In “Green Book” as many as thirteen such (tile) groups and group fans related to them can be
found (see table “Groups and group fans” above). It works as follows: player limits building
hand only to selected tile patterns so that any mahjong valid by hand structure is scored points
for the corresponding “group fan” in addition to any other points. For all groups except one,
two hand structures are allowed: regular one and “Seven Pairs”. The only exception is the
combined group “All Terminals and Honors” which can have “Thirteen Orphans”hand
structure.
As mentioned above, it is possible to score different fans for the same complete hand. Does it
work for groups? Yes! It works because each tile pattern belongs to several groups
recognized by Rules. A full list of tile patterns by groups can be found in “Appendices”
section (see table “Tiles by Groups”).
Example: Tile pattern
belongs to groups: “All Green”, “Full Flush” (“Bamboo”), “Lower
Tiles”, “Lower Four”, “Reversible Tiles”, “All Simples” (and being even can also be used in fan
#21 "All Even Pungs"). If all tiles of complete hand belong to any of the above listed for tile
pattern

groups then all these “fans group” may be scored (however, with some

restrictions). To continue, complete hand

,

,

,

,

,
,
even not looking at other features (like “Seven Pairs” hand
structure which costs 24 points etc.) the following group fans may be scored: “All Green”, “Full
Flush”, “Reversible Tiles”, “All Simples”.

How to study fans?
The number of fans in MCR is so great that for many novice players studying fans represents
an unthinkable problem. However, one can make some key observations facilitating the
situation. Firstly, the presence of the fans in the list is subject to a certain logic, for example,
they fall in nine series. Secondly, the frequency of occurrence of different fans is significantly
different, some of them can be found in every game and some of them will not be seen by
players for ages. Thirdly, even in the competition players are allowed to use the prompts.
Summing up, novice player can begin studying fans with the general categorization of the fans,
then learn the basic, frequently used ones. At any time prompts might be used.
Note: Not all people will say, how many different constellations are in the sky, the answer is 88,
even more than the fans in MCR. Average person can list by memory only a few most
common including zodiac ones.
Note: Another interesting example is subway stations map. Despite the fact that there are lots
of stations in the city (from a few dozens to a few hundred) the average passenger passes
only a few of them on a regular basis. It would be hard to list all station names in appropriate
order by heart while it is easy to do it looking at map.
For the studying purpose let’s take a look at frequency of fans in the complete hand based on
statistics of 52,073 deals played online in 20102013. Not surprisingly, fans frequency range is
very wide: from the appearance in each deal (fan #81 “Flower”) to ... the four fans which did
not appear a single time. To classify frequencies in broader range let’s use somewhat arbitrary
number 16 and separate fans in “rarity levels” with the limits once in 16, 16*16=256,
16*16*16=4,096 etc. deals.
Table. Fans frequency by rarity level.
Rarity
level

Number
of fans

Frequency,
1 for ? deals

Fans’ ##

0

1

1

1

23

216

28, 39, 41, 49, 50, 51, 52, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 68, 70, 71,
73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80

2

26

17256

19, 20, 22, 24, 30, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 40, 42, 43, 46, 53,
54, 55, 56, 57A, 58, 64, 65, 66, 67, 69, 72

3

22

2574,096

2, 7, 9, 10, 12, 16, 17, 18, 21, 23, 25, 26, 27, 29, 31, 32,
38, 44, 45, 47, 48, 57B

4

6

4,09765,536

5

4

> 65,536 ?

81

1, 3, 8, 11, 13, 15
4, 5, 6, 14

Note: Statistics is based on 52,073 deals played online, 20102013.
Exercise: Detailed instructions on how to make fans flash cards is given at the end of the book
in the section “Fans Flash Cards”. Please, use those cards for studying of fans.

Classification of the fans on the usefulness in studying
Which fans is best to start with studying? The priority list of "starters" will contain high
frequency fans with the value of not less than six points. For more detailed information please
refer to “Lesson 11. Hand building strategies”.
Table. “Starter” fans.
Fan #

Fan name

Value,
points

Frequency,
1/deals

Comment

51

Mixed Shifted Chows

6

6

Three Chow sets

50

Half Flush

6

7

Whole hand

52

All Types

6

8

Whole hand

49

All Pungs

6

9

Four Pungs / Kongs

41

Mixed Triple Chow

8

10

Three Chow sets

39

Mixed Straight

8

12

Three Chow sets

28

Pure Straight

16

13

Three Chow sets

19

Seven Pairs

24

44

Whole hand

Below listed are examples of complete hand that contains the specified fan:
● fan #51 "Mixed Shifted Chows"
,
fan #50 "Half Flush"

,

+ Chow / Pung / Kong + Pair.

●

,

,

,

.

●

,
fan #52 "All Types"

,

,

,

.

●

,
fan #49 "All Pungs"

,

,

.

●

,
,
fan #41 "Mixed Triple Chow"

+ Chow / Pung / Kong + Pair.

●

,
,
fan #39 "Mixed Straight"
,

,

+ Chow / Pung / Kong + Pair.

●

fan #28 "Pure Straight"

●

,
,
fan #19 "Seven Pairs"
,

,

+ Chow / Pung / Kong + Pair.

,

,

,

,

.

In addition to the fans that form the basis of a complete hand, it is also necessary to study fans
worth 12 points, we will call them “supporting fans”. These fans help to gain the necessary
two points if the main fan costs only six.
Table. Supporting fans.
Group of fans

Fan #

All Chows

63

All Chows

77

Edge Wait

78

Closed Wait

79

Single Wait

59

Dragon Pung

60

Prevalent Wind

61

Seat Wind

73

Pung of Terminals or Honors

69

Pure Double Chow

70

Mixed Double Chow

71

Short Straight

72

Two Terminal Chows

56

Fully Concealed Hand

4

62

Concealed Hand

2

68

All Simples

2

75

One Voided Suit

76

No Honors

Wait

Pung of Terminals or
Honors

Two Chow sets

Concealed Hand

Absence or restriction

Fan name

Value, points
2

1

2

1

1

1
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After “Hu” declaration winning player scores the value of complete hand, naming all the fans
according to "Green Book". The player announces the total value of the hand, then opponents
check it, after that the value of the hand is recognized as final.
As a result of playing a particular deal without taking into account fines and
compensations one of three of the following scenarios takes place:
1. If the winning tile was taken by a player declaring “Hu” from the wall (“selfdrawn”),
then
○ the player receives positive points equal to 3*"Hand value"+24 points;
○ all three opponents receive negative points equal to (“Hand value”+8 points).
2. If the winning tile was received by a player declaring “Hu” from discard (including
Robbing the Kong), then
○ the player receives positive points equal to "Hand value"+24 points;
○ the player who discarded the winning tile (including the player whose Kong was
robbed), receives negative points equal to “Hand value”8;
○ two other opponents receive negative points equal to 8 points.
3. If the deal ended in a draw (when wall is depleted and no one has announced “Hu”),
all the players receive 0 points.
Note: Each player committing the infraction of rules, may be fined the appropriate number of
penalty points.
Table. Scoring a deal (without penalties and compensations).
Scenario

Winner

Winning from the wall

3*“Hand value”+24

Winning from discard

“Hand value”+24

Draw

Discarder

Other player
“Hand value”8

“Hand value”8

8
0

Principles for counting the basic points
“Green Book” strictly regulates the way of calculating the value of the hand, as well as
provides principles of cocounting fans. This is reflected in p.3.9.1.5. of "Green Book" in five
"Principles". We give these "Principles" below with our comments.
1. The NonRepeat Principle: When a fan is inevitably implied or included by another
fan, both fans may not be scored.
Note: In order to avoid ambiguous interpretations, some cases of two fans which cannot be
combined are listed in the “Green Book” in Appendix 1 “The Various Fan and their Relevant
Points, With Examples”.

Note: In our book the term "fans takeover" will be used to describe this principle.
Example: Fan #63 "All Chows" and fan #76 “No Honors” cannot both be counted (combined).
Why? Because the definition of fan #63 "All Chows" says: "A hand consisting of all chows, with
no Honors."
2. The NonSeparation Principle ("Unbreakable"): After combining sets to create a
fan, it is forbidden to rearrange those same sets to create a different fan.
Note: To paraphrase, the player should split complete hand into definitely sets according to the
valid hand structure, paying attention to the meldedness / concealedness of the sets and
placing the winning tile to appropriate set.
Example: In hand 🔒

🔓

nine tiles in the concealed part of a hand must be divided into sets unambiguous way.
For example, one cannot divide them as Pungs scoring fan #24 "Pure Shifted Pungs" and fan
#33 "Three Concealed Pungs" and then regroup them into three Chows scoring fan #23 "Pure
Triple Chow".
3. The NonIdentical Principle: Once a set has been used to create a fan, it is not
allowed to use the same set together with other sets to create the same fan.
Example: In hand 🔒

one

can score fan #39 "Mixed Straight" for three Chows
only once, it is not allowed to score it twice replacing set
of

by the next copy

.
4. Freedom to Choose the Highest Points ("the HighversusLow Principle"): If you
can use a set to form both a highscore fan and a lowscore fan, it is your right to
choose the highscore fan.

Example: By breaking hand 🔒
onto four Chows one can score fan #63 "All Chows" (2 points) adding insignificant points
for the other fans. However, this concealed hand may be regrouped as “Seven Pairs” (24
points) which significantly raises hand value.
5. The AccountOnce Principle ("Exclusionary rule"): When you have combined
some sets to create a fan, you can only combine any remaining sets once with a set
that has already been used.
Note: The exception is to this Principle are fans with Pungs since Pung can have several to be
considered in the fans characteristics: set openness (meldedness), Kongs, tile patterns. For

example, three concealed Kongs of Dragons will inevitably have to be considered as a group
of the same three sets three times: as three Pungs / Kongs of Dragons (fan #2 “Big Three
Dragons”), as three Kongs (fan #17 “Three Kongs”) and as three concealed Pungs (fan #33
"Three Concealed Pungs").
Example: In hand 🔒
firstly three sets

,
,

#39 "Mixed Straight". Only one set

,
,

,

,

are laid aside for scoring fan
is left which can be added only once to laid

aside sets
or
in order to score either fan #70 "Mixed Double
Chow" or fan #71 "Short Straight" but not both fans.
Exercise: Please, show that when declaring “Hu” with concealed hand
🔒
on discard
there are
at least three ways of determining hand structure, breaking hand into sets and placing winning
tile to the set. Find all of these variants.

Procedure of complete hand scoring
Technically, the procedure of a complete hand scoring is as follows:
● “Hu” is declared (when multiple “Hu” declarations take place then a player who sits
closer to a player who discarded tile if look counterclockwise wins the tile);
● winning player opens "standing” tiles of his / her hand and places separately the
winning tile to the hand;
● winning player lists all fans starting from the main fan (fan with the most points), new
fans are added with the use of the “Principles for counting basic points”, at the same
time:
○ to indicate the grounds for scoring fan player points to the corresponding sets
hands, the whole hand or without it (for example, it is impossible to
demonstrate voided suit);
○ scoring is conducted with the use of discarded tiles, one tile "face down" counts
for 10 points, one tile "face up" counts for one point.
Note: In the case of failure to separate winning tile from the rest of the hand the player loses
right to score points for fans ## 4, 77, 78, 79 and 58. This, in turn, may lead to false “Hu”, loss
and penalty for the player.
Note: In the case of using for counting points of the hand melded “Flowers” of complete hand
(instead of using discarded tiles for that) those melded “Flowers” are not taken into account. In
the case of using for counting points of the hand tiles of the mandatory part of the hand the
player is not counted “Hu” (as the player's hand is not valid mahjong!), the penalty is
charged.
Note: When two or more “Hu” declarations take place then a hand of the player who sits
closer to a player who discarded tile if look counterclockwise is scored first. At the same time,

the tiles of the other players' hands must remain intact! In case of false “Hu” for the first player
that player receives penalty and scoring procedure for the next player if look counterclockwise
takes place. In the rarest case of the second false “Hu” the third “Hu” is checked.

Scoring fans
When scoring complete hand, it is necessary to list all fans. How not to get lost, because the
total number of fans in Mahjong Competition Rules is equal to 81? Is there some guide
available in order to not miss fans when scoring? The way to score hand value is presented in
a table “A practical guide to score fans in the hand” (see below the simplified version, full
version is in “Appendices” section). It works as follows: ask questions related to various
aspects of complete hand, get answers, score fans that fit the description.
Exercise: Copy the table on a large sheet of paper (A2 or A1). Instead of fan numbers, please,
use fans flash cards made in previous exercise. Practice algorithm used in the table for
complete hand scoring. You don't have to actually play the hands they can be "simulated"
using the playing set.

Fans combining
As it was mentioned above, there are three major ways of building complete hand:
● several sets (typically, three), constituting the main fan;
● restriction on hand structure;
● group fans.
Note: Vast majority of fans worth 12 points can be regarded as a "side dish" to the main
course – the main fan (see table “Supporting fans”).
Ability to build complete hand faster than opponents, as well as to build the hand of high value
is based on the art of combining fans. Much comes from experience, however, one should not
underestimate the possibility of combining the group fans ("groups"). Why does it work?
Because the same tile may belong to several tile groups (see table "Tiles by Groups” in
“Appendices” section). A few words on scoring effectiveness. It is not possible to score more
than one fan for hand structure. One or two fans can be scored for the number of sets of their
content. On the contrary, hand can score as many group fans, moreover, these fans do not
exclude points for sets or hand structure!
However, please note that there are limitations to the joint account of different group fans. Any
two groups may have only three possible options of mutual intersection of tiles in groups:
● groups do not intersect at all – their simultaneous presence in a complete hand is
impossible;
● groups intersect only with parts of tiles in each group – in this case, both groups are
scored and the term "fans combining" is used;
one group is a part of another group – in this case only group that brings more points is
scored, the term "fans takeover" is used, this is the case of “The NonRepeat Principle”.
Note: Mutual groups combining rules are presented in table “Group fans combining rules” (see
below).

Table. A practical guide to score fans in the hand – simplified version (for fans with frequency better than 1 in 256 deals).
Aspect

Comment

Classifier and number of fans

Hand structure

Irregular hand structure

“Seven Pairs” – 19, “Knitted” – 20, 34, “Transient” – 35

Sets meldedness /
concealedness

The number of concealed and melded sets

“All concealed” – 56, “All melded” – 53, “Only the last melded” – 62,
“Number of concealed pungs” – 33, 66

Number of types

How many tile types in hand

“5 types” – 52, “One voided suit” – 75, “2 or 3 suits” – 76

Groups

Groups of tile patterns

22, 36, 37, 40, 50, 68

Kongs

Number of kongs

“2” – 57A, “1” – 67, 74
“Terminals and Honors”
3 sets

Fans based on
number of sets

2 sets

54

1 sets

59, 60, 61, 73

“Chows”

“Pungs and tile patterns”

28, 30, 39, 41, 51

24, 42

69, 70, 71, 72

65

Combined restriction

Partial restriction on sets and tile patterns

“All Pungs” – 49, “Outside Hand” – 55, “All Chows” – 63

Winning tile

Where winning tile came from and where it
fits into hand

“Kong replacement” – 46, “Tile patterns comparison” – 58, “Waits” –
77, 78, 79, “Wall” – 80

Others

Unclassified

“Chicken Hand” – 43, “Tile Hog” – 64, “Flowers” – 81

Note: Text with links denote the numbers of fans, the text in quotes is classifier within cell.

Table. Group fans combining rules.
Tile Pattern Group

Fan #

3

8

11

18

22

25

26

27

36

37

40

50

68

All Green

3







+











+

+

+

All Terminals

8





Imp



















All Honors

11





Imp















Imp



All Terminals and Honors

18



Imp

Imp













+

+



Full Flush

22

+













+

+

+

Imp

+

Upper Tiles

25















Imp



+



+

Middle Tiles

26



















+



Imp

Lower Tiles

27

















Imp

+





Upper Four

36









+

Imp







+



+

Lower Four

37









+





Imp



+



+

Reversible Tiles

40

+





+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

Half Flush

50

+



Imp

+

Imp











+

All Simples

68

+







+

+

Imp



+

+

+

Legend: “+” – combined, “” – not combined, “Imp” – lowpoint fan is implied by highpoint.




Example: 🔒

🔓

,

,

,

– fans “Full Flush” (24 points), “Reversible Tiles” (8 points), “All Simples” (2 points) all
can be scored since all three groups mutually intersect only by parts of tiles groups.
Example: 🔒
,
🔓
,
,
– only group fan “Lower Tiles” (24 points) is scored but not group fan “Lower Four” (12 points),
since all tiles of group “Lower Tiles” are part of larger by size group “Lower Four”.

Lesson 9.

In the current lesson the examples of scoring of complete hands will be considered in order to
create the reader's whole perception of the material of Chapter 2. Agreement on design and
supplementary signs:
● concealed and open parts of hand will be marked with the symbols 🔒 and 🔓,
respectively;
● two Wind tiles after text “Winds:” in the very beginning of a hand will indicate

●

●
●

“Prevalent Wind” and “Seat Wind”, for instance, “Winds:
”;
tile taken from the wall will be shown vertical, while taken from discard – horizontal, for
instance,
or
;
specific conditions in the form of waiting for last tile, depleted wall, Kong robbery etc.
will be particularly marked in the text;
“Flowers” will not be considered.

Hands with one primary fan
This section will provide examples of hands with one primary fan. The hand building concept of
these hands can be identified by the name of this main fan.
Hand 1. “Mixed Shifted Chows”
🔒

,
,
,
🔓
+
:
● fan #51 "Mixed Shifted Chows" = 6 points;
● fan #63 "All Chows" = 2 points.
Total: 6+2=8 points.
Note: This is the easiest hand, the main fan has a high mobility, that is, the possibility of shifting
Chow sets by numbers. Two missing points can be scored by additional fans, see table
“Supporting fans”.

Hand 2. “Mixed Triple Chow”
🔒

,
,
,
,
+
:
● fan #41 "Mixed Triple Chow" = 8 points;
● fan #56 "Fully Concealed Hand" = 4 points;
● fan #63 "All Chows" = 2 points;
● fan #68 "All Simples" = 2 points;
● fan #71 "Short Straight" = 1 point;
● fan #78 "Closed Wait" = 1 point.
Total: 8+4+2+2+1+1=18 points.
Note: So many points in this hand were gained through the combination of several factors:
concealed hand, fans #63 + #68 combination and several 1point fans.
Hand 3. “Mixed Straight”
🔒

,
,
🔓
,
+
:
fan #39 "Mixed Straight" = 8 points;
choice:
○ either fan #70 "Mixed Double Chow" = 1 point;
○ or fan #71 "Short Straight" = 1 point;
● fan #79 "Single Wait" = 1 point.
Total: 8+1+1=10 points.
Note: The AccountOnce Principle ("Exclusionary rule") of “Green Book” fully applies to this
hand. After scoring of fan #39 (consisting of three Chow sets) it is possible to add the last
Chow set claiming only one additional fan: either fan #70 or fan #71. Please, note that despite
the presence of four Chow sets in a hand fan # 63 "All Chows" can not be counted because of
a pair of Honor tiles.
●
●

Hand 4. “Half Flush”
🔒

,
,
,
🔓
+
:
● fan #50 "Half Flush" = 6 points;
● №59 “Dragon Pung” = 2 points;
● fan #71 "Short Straight" = 1 point.
Total: 6+2+1=9 points.
Note: Hand building concept “Half Flush” is the simplest approach, as it limits building of hand
by collecting only tiles of selected suit and Honors, any valuable combination only adds points.
“Half Flush” is a group and, hence, a group fan. It is important, however, to keep in mind the
presence of two extra points to the main 6 in the hand (see Note for Hand 1).
Hand 5. “Full Flush”
🔒

🔓
,
● fan #22 "Full Flush" = 24 points;
● fan #64 "Tile Hog" = 2 points;
● fan #73 "Pung of Terminals or Honors" = 1 point;
● fan #80 "SelfDrawn" = 1 point.
Total: 24+2+1+1=28 points.

+

:

Note: Hand building concept “Full Flush” is a powerful approach for collecting highscoring
hands. High ability of the hand to form sets for any legal hand structure (since “Full Flush” is a
group and group fan) is due to the nature of connectivity of Suit tiles. To improve the possibility
of tiles to create multisided waits the hand should be kept concealed to the extent it is possible
and tile numbers should be close to each other. For example, the hand
is waiting for
,
#28 "Pure Straight" can be gained).

,

and

(and in the case of

16points fan

Hand 6. “All Types”
, 🔒

Winds:

,

,

🔓

,

+
/
:
● fan #52 "All Types" = 6 points;
● fan #61 "Seat Wind" = 2 points;
● (option) fan #59 "Dragon Pung" = 2 points.
Total: 6+2=8 points / 6+2+2=10 points.
Note: In this type of hand the key factor is the number of points which Pung of Wind tiles can
be scored. If Wind is neither “Prevalent Wind”, nor “Seat Wind” then total hand score is only 7
points and the player should think of gaining at least one point more. In the hand depicted
there is no win on discard of
or

. That is, winning is still possible for variants:

,

.

Hand 7. “All Pungs”
🔒

,
,
🔓
,
+
:
● fan #49 "All Pungs" = 6 points;
● fan #59 "Dragon Pung" = 2 points;
● fan #65 "Double Pung" = 2 points;
● fan #66 "Two Concealed Pungs" = 2 points;
● fan #73 "Pung of Terminals or Honors" = 1 point;
● fan #75 "One Voided Suit" = 1 point;
● fan #79 "Single Wait" = 1 point;
● fan #80 "SelfDrawn" = 1 point.
Note: Hand building concept “All Pungs” combines a defensive strategy with the ability to
increase the value of the hand under the certain circumstances. Defensive approach is
expressed in the way of forming the sets: Pairs turn into a Pungs, for discard are used recently
discarded tiles of opponents. The increase in the value of the hand is possible if the hand has
either two or more Concealed Pungs, or Double / Triple Pung, or any other fans based on
Pungs. It is important, however, to keep in mind the presence of two extra points to the main 6
in hand (see Note for Hand 1).

Hand 8. “Seven Pairs”
🔒

+

:

● fan #19 "Seven Pairs" = 24 points;
● fan #64 "Tile Hog" = 2 points;
● fan #75 "One Voided Suit" = 1 point;
● fan #62 "Concealed Hand" – does not count.
Total: 24+2+1=27 points.
Note: “Seven Pairs” represents effective highscoring defensive hand building concept.
Likewise in “All Pungs” for discard usually are used recently discarded tiles of opponents, this
continues until the hand is ready. At any time “Seven pairs” may transform into “All Pungs”
after claiming a Pung from discard.
Hand 9. “Pure Straight”
🔒

,
,
,
🔓
+
:
● fan #28 "Pure Straight" = 16 points;
● fan #63 "All Chows" = 2 points;
● fan #78 "Closed Wait" = 1 point;
● fan #75 "One Voided Suit" = 1 point.
Total: 16+2+1+1=20 points.
Note: “Pure Straight” is the most effective fan in terms of ability to generate points. Out of
16points fans consisting of three singlesuited Chow sets “Pure Straight” is the easiest to
complete since it needs to take only one tile out of four for each of nine tile patterns. As a
byproduct of building “Pure Straight” it is possible to get “Pure Shifted Chows”.
Hand 10. “Pure Shifted Chows”
🔒

,
,
🔓
,
+
:
fan #30 "Pure Shifted Chows" = 16 points:
○ either step 1 – 345+456+567;
○ or step 2 – 123+345+567;
● fan #63 "All Chows" = 2 points;
● fan #71 "Short Straight";
● fan #77 "Edge Wait" = 1 point;
● fan #75 "One Voided Suit" = 1 point.
Total: 16+2+1+1+1=21 point.
Note: Current hand is notable for the fact that there can be found fan #30 “Pure Shifted
Chows” both of step 1 and step 2. However, according to the AccountOnce Principle
("Exclusionary rule") one cannot rearrange already scored three Chow sets for some version
of "Pure Shifted Chows", so only one Chow set can be added to gain fan #71.
●

Hand 11. “Greater Honors and Knitted Tiles”
🔒
of

+
one can see in opponent’s melds):

(last tile, since Pung

● fan #20 "Greater Honors and Knitted Tiles" = 24 points;
● fan #56 "Fully Concealed Hand" = 4 points;
● fan #58 "Last Tile" = 4 points.
Total: 24+4+4=32 points.
Note: Since hand of a hand building concept “Honors and Knitted Tiles” is kept concealed no
points for “concealedness” are added for “Hu” declared from discard while for selfdrawn “Hu”
fan #56 "Fully Concealed Hand" is added.
Hand 12. “Lesser Honors and Knitted Tiles”
🔒
+
(Kong robbery
that is, taking tile added to Melded Pung when declaring of Kong):
● fan #34 "Lesser Honors and Knitted Tiles" = 12 points;
● fan #47 "Robbing The Kong" = 8 points;
● fan #58 "Last Tile" – does not count;
● fan #62 "Concealed Hand" – does not count.
Total: 12+8=20 points.
Note: Robbing the Kong is a special way of receiving the winning tile. It is considered that at
the time tile is added to Melded Pung for declaring Promoted Kong that tile is “free”. It can be
used for immediate “Hu” declaration, moreover, it is considered as tile taking from discard.
Since hand is concealed no points for “concealedness” are added for “Hu” declared from
discard (see text for Hand 11). When Kong is robbed fan #58 "Last Tile" does not count
according to The NonRepeat Principle: inevitably three tiles are exposed in a Melded Pung.
Hand 13. “Melded Hand”
🔒

🔓
,
,
,
+
:
● fan #53 "Melded Hand" = 6 points;
● fan #59 "Dragon Pung" = 2 points.
Total: 6+2=8 points.
Note: Despite of all the shortcomings of "Melded Hand" due to inability to defend (four melded
sets strictly mean only one “standing” tile in hand) it is an effective means to stop the
opponents' highscoring hands. It is important, however, to keep in mind the presence of two
extra points to the main 6 in the hand (see Note for Hand 1).

Hands on fans combinations
The hands of this section share a common property – they all include combinations of two or
more fans. Combining, on the one hand, allows to achieve required minimum of points for
declaring “Hu”, on the other hand, allows to build highscoring hand.
Hand 14. “Hand without primary fan”
🔒
●
●
●
●
●

,
,
,
fan #62 "Concealed Hand" = 2 points;
fan #63 "All Chows" = 2 points;
fan #68 "All Simples" = 2 points;
fan #70 "Mixed Double Chow" = 1 point;
fan #78 "Closed Wait" = 1 point.

,

+

:

Total: 2+2+2+1+1=8 points.
Note: Extremely powerful combination of fans ## 62, 63, 68 provides 6 points. Missing two
points can be gained from fans ## 69, 70, 71, 75, 78, 79.
Hand 15. “Fully Concealed Hand”
🔒

,
,
,
,
+
:
● fan #56 "Fully Concealed Hand" = 4 points;
● fan #63 "All Chows" = 2 points;
● fan #70 "Mixed Double Chow" = 1 point;
● fan #71 "Short Straight" = 1 point.
Total: 4+2+1+1=8 points.
Note: Combination of fans ## 56 and 63 provides 6 points. The easiest way to gain missing
two points is from fan #69 “All Simples”, although that also might be 1points fans ## 6972,
75, 7779.
Hand 16. “Last Tile”
🔒

,
,
,
,
+
(last tile):
● fan #58 "Last Tile" = 4 points;
● fan #62 "Concealed Hand" = 2 points;
● fan #63 "All Chows" = 2 points.
Total: 4+2+2=8 points.
Note: Fan #58 "Last Tile" is a powerful tool to ensure minimum points for declaring “Hu” at any
stage of a deal.
Hand 17. “Outside Hand”
, 🔒

Winds:

,

, 🔓

,

,

+
:
● fan #55 "Outside Hand" = 4 points;
● fan #73 "Pung of Terminals or Honors" = 1 point;
● fan #70 "Mixed Double Chow" = 1 point;
● fan #72 "Two Terminal Chows" = 1 point;
● fan #75 "One Voided Suit" = 1 point.
Total: 4+1+1+1+1=8 points.
Note: “Outside Hand” is an excellent opportunity to build a hand from the start. Since this fan
costs only 4 points other 4 points must be gained which is usually not a big problem.
Exercise: Hands below will be scored for the fans worth six or more points. The reader is
encouraged to find missing fans, score total hand value and to check this value with the value
given below.
Hand 18. “6+6”
🔒
●

,
,
🔓
fan #51 "Mixed Shifted Chows" = 6 points;

,

+

:

● fan #52 "All Types" = 6 points;
● ???
Total: 15 points.
Hand 19. “6+6”
, 🔒

Winds:

,

🔓

,

,

+
:
● fan #49 "All Pungs" = 6 points;
● fan #50 "Half Flush" = 6 points;
● ???
Total: 22 points.
Hand 20. “8+6+6”
🔒
:

🔓

,

,

,

+

● fan #41 "Mixed Triple Chow" = 8 points;
● fan #52 "All Types" = 6 points;
● fan #53 "Melded Hand" = 6 points;
● ???
Total: 27 points.
Hand 21. “24+6”
🔒

,
,
,
● fan #19 "Seven Pairs" = 24 points;
● fan #52 "All Types" = 6 points;
● ???
Total: 34 points.

,

,

,

+

:

Hand 22. “24+16+8”
🔒
,
,
🔓
tile):
● fan #22 "Full Flush" = 24 points;
● fan #30 "Pure Shifted Chows" = 16 points;
● fan #40 "Reversible Tiles" = 8 points;
● ???
Total: 54 points.

,

+

(last

Hand 23. “24+16+8+8”
🔒
●
●

,
fan #26 "Middle Tiles" = 24 points;
fan #31 "All Fives" = 16 points;

,

+

(Kong robbery):

● fan #41 "Mixed Triple Chow" = 8 points;
● fan #47 "Robbing The Kong" = 8 points;
● ???
Total: 60 points.
Hand 24. “24+16+16+12+8”
🔒

,

,

,

🔓

+

/

(winning tile came on Kong
replacement):
● fan #21 "All Even Pungs" = 24 points;
● fan #32 "Triple Pung" = 16 points;
● fan #33 "Three Concealed Pungs" = 16 points;
● fan #37 "Lower Four" = 12 points;
● fan #46 "Out with Replacement Tile" = 8 points;
● fan #49 "All Pungs" – does not count;
● ???
Total: 79 points.
Hand 25. “88+24+24+8”
🔒

,
,
,
,
● fan #3 “All Green” = 88 points;
● fan #19 "Seven Pairs" = 24 points;
● fan #22 "Full Flush" = 24 points;
● fan #40 "Reversible Tiles" = 8 points;
● ???
Total: 156 points.

,

,

+

:

Test yourself
Answers can be found at the end of the book in Test yourself
section.
Multiplechoice test (choose only one correct answer
for each question):
1. What is the maximal possible number of Kongs in the
complete hand:
a. one;
b. two;
c. three;
d. four.
2. What is the minimal possible number of different tile patterns in the complete hand:
a. four;
b. five;
c. six;
d. seven.

3. What is number of different tile patterns in the complete hand having four Pungs /
Kongs:
a. four;
b. five;
c. six;
d. seven.
4. What number of single Honor tiles is impossible in the complete hand having “Honors
and Knitted Tiles”structure:
a. four;
b. five;
c. six;
d. seven.
5. Which hand structure is impossible in the complete hand consisting only of Honors and
terminal tiles:
a. regular;
b. “Seven Pairs”;
c. “Thirteen Orphans”;
d. “Honors and Knitted Tiles”.
6. In the complete hand consisting of fourteen tiles not counting “Flowers” eleven tiles are
known –
tile from below listed cannot be the unknown tile:
a.

;

b.

;

c.

;

. Which

d.
.
7. In the complete hand consisting of fifteen tiles not counting “Flowers” eleven tiles are
known –
Which tile from below listed can be the unknown tile:
a.

;

b.

;

c.

;

d.
.
8. What number of fans are listed in “Green Book”:

.

a. nine;
b. eighteen;
c. fortynine;
d. eightyone.
9. How many principles for counting the basic points are listed in “Green Book”:
a. three;
b. four;
c. five;
d. six.
10. How many fans based on two Chow sets (that is, fans ## 6972) cannot be counted in
the complete hand:
a. one;
b. two;
c. three;
d. four.
11. Two fans cannot be counted in the complete hand simultaneously because of (select
the incorrect statement):
a. the impossibility of that is specified in the "Green Book" directly;
b. it contradicts Principle #1 (“The NonRepeat Principle”) of the "Green Book";
c. two identical fans with the same numbers cannot be counted;
d. all Chow sets of the completed have already been used for the scoring of other
fans.
12. What is the minimum number of points which are received by the player who declared
Mahjong:
a. 8 points;
b. 16 points;
c. 24 points;
d. 32 points.
13. What is the minimum number of points which are lost by the player provided Mahjong
was declared by another player:
a. 0 points;
b. 8 points;
c. 16 points;
d. 24 points.
Problem: Please, provide a complete hand consisting only of Winds tiles.

Problem: Player with concealed hand 🔒
declares “Hu” on discard of
. Please, provide all possible variants of
scoring the hand value, which depend on player’s answers to the questions:
● hand structure is regular (“33332”) or irregular (“Seven Pairs”)?
● are there any Pungs in the hand?
● set with winning tile is Pung, Chow or Pair?

●

in a hand with four Chows are all Chows identical?

Problem: Please, provide an example of a completed 8points hand, consisting entirely
of 1point fans (that is, fans ## 6980).
Note: There exists two solutions for this problem.
Problem: Please, provide an example of a completed 8+ points hand, consisting entirely
of 2points fans (that is, fans ## 5968).
Note: Maximal number of 2points fans equal to seven.

